BIOGRAPHY
“Hubris.” is a Swiss post-rock band originating from Fribourg. Formed in 2014, the
instrumental quartet is characterised by their original style which blends an experimental touch
of post-rock, electronica atmosphere and some elements of the metal scene.
They draw their inspiration from bands like Jakob, This Will Destroy You, Tides of Man or Jon
Hopkins amongst others. With their style evoking introspection, hubris. characterise themselves
with the length of their compositions, allowing a range of evolving emotions through softness
and power.
Sometimes compared with other artists like Sigur Ros or Long Distance Calling, the band calls
forth emotions of its audience due to a heterogeneous musical landscape mixing poetic
ambiance and raw energy.
On the 2n d of May 2015, hubris. released their frst opus “Emersion” along-side the New
Zealander post-rock band Jakob. The album was well-received by various medias outlets,
obtaining several reviews from webzines and newspaper as well as being aired on multiple
radio stations.
In April 2017, hubris. came out with a second album called “Apocryphal Gravity”. This album
sports a brand new set of colours. Their musical approach took a new turn with a drastic
change in their method of composing. The band sets forth a musical style rarely explored to
this day, breaching pre-established post-rock conventions by incorporating electronica
infuences. This album was critically acclaimed and aroused the interest of more than half a
million eager listeners on the internet as well as being the subject of many press articles.
The band is currently back in the studios preparing their third album « Metempsychosis » which
will be released the 4th of October 2019.

REVIEWS
« We are musicaly near of Leech, Sigur Rós or Long Distance Calling. Hubris has its proper
identity, something which is not given to all the bands in this particular musical genre. With a
sound reaching its ambitions, ‘Emersion’ deserve its place in the pictures of post-rock.
Daily-rock.com
« The rest of this album is just as skillful. This band plays all across the post rock smorgasbord,
rather than sticking to classic tricks and compartmentalizing their music. The result is something
fresh, young, hopeful and dedicated with immediately captured my heart and mind. I’m calling
it now: this is the breakout post rock act of the year. »
Heavyblogisheavy.com
« The album shows extremely wonderful melodies and denotes a band absolutly in tune with
each member. This album hits you from the very frst listen, but the experience continues to
improve at every further listening. »
10wavesofyou.com

ON THE INTERNET
Apocryphal Gravity
Discover « Apocryphal Gravtiy » on Wherepostrockdwells channel.
Link : Apocryphal Gravity

Insight documentary

The full album « Emersion » has been used for the « Insight » documentary in Hungary. This
project was a huge gathering of pictures and movies taken in a variety of events hosted by 18
galleries in Bucarest.
Link : Insight documentary

Quiet/Calm compilation
Hubris. is honored to be part of the beautiful compilation of post-rock songs, Quiet/Calm
Vol.3, by The Death Of A Modernist with the song Kå taken in « Emersion » album.
Link : Quiest/Calm compilation

RELEASES
Hubris. - 2015
nd
Released the 2
May 2015 on stage with
« Jakob » Their self-titled album recieved a warm
welcome from the audience at « Ebullition » . This
frst attempt on stage concretized their new status
as an offcial post-rock band.
It didn't take quite long before the local medias
started to show some interest into these new
comers. Radios (radio Fribourg, FarPastPost
radio), Tv Shows (La Télé, ça part en live) and
news papers have shown their support for this
new Album and concept. A few weeks later the
album was chosen as soundtrack for the
international exposition of Bucarest « Insight ».
The song « Kå » has also been added to the
famous post-rock compilation
« Quiet/Calm »
from Post-rock Essentials.
Link : "Emersion" on youtube

Apocryphal Gravity - 2017
This second album blends different ambiences
borrowed from various musical styles, though the
genre “post-rock” best describes the overall
feeling of the music. The sheer power of metal,
the soothing tones of post-rock and the groove
and vibe of electronica and pop-rock all blended
together in order to create the unique touch of
Apocryphal Gravity.
The band was keen on incorporating different
styles to deliver a new facet to the genre they
took an interest in so far.
The album was recorded and mixed at La
Fonderie studios in Fribourg by Nathan Gros and
mastered by Grégoire Pasquier.
Link: "Apocryphal Gravity" on Youtube

SOCIAL MEDIAS
facebook.com/Hubrisband
hubrisband.com

CONTACTS
Management
Nathan Gros
management@hubrisband.com
Sound
Vincent Sudan
vincent.sudan@gmail.com

Booking
Jonathan Hohl
booking@hubrisband.com

